Dylan had a shootoff with Jon Watson, one of the gunsmiths at Gunsmoke. There were 18 glass globes in a wooden grid, nine on one side and nine on the other. The object was that whoever broke their nine globes first would win. Dylan would use his competition 1873 Winchester lever gun, and Jon used a fully automatic Mac 10. On Rich's word the shooting started. Both shooters blasted away and in seconds it was over. All the glass globes were broken and Dylan finished first! Jon graciously acknowledged Dylan as the winner and went back to the shop to build an incredible lever gun for Dylan. It was amazing to witness this take place. They were blown away seeing Dylan's abilities in person!

After the “American Guns” episode aired, Fox News did a spot on Dylan and me. Well…mostly Dylan. It featured us shooting a stage, and yes he beat me, but I gave him a run for his money! The good thing was they really showcased our sport and guns in a positive light. I was very proud to be part of that show. We have other TV stuff in the works right now and I’m sure you will see more of us on TV in the future.

As you can imagine, I’m very proud of Dylan, as I’m sure those of you who have children are proud of yours. Watching his growth in shooting and in life is something I cherish greatly. I’ve had the challenge and blessing of raising him on my own since he was two years old. Our unique lifestyle has enabled us to travel, create opportunities and relationships that will last a lifetime. Our journey is one that will build memories for both of us to enjoy for the rest of our lives. We are thankful for all who share our journey!

**Close & Ready Bedside Holster Caddy**

The key to the successful gunfighters of the Old West was not so much the weapon of choice, but rather the holster. How quickly the weapon could be retrieved, aimed and fired was the difference between survival and becoming a statistic.

The Close & Ready Holster Caddy provides a faster and safer way to protect your family. It works with most existing holsters and slides easily between the mattress and box springs on either side of your bed.